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Abstract- Most of the things in our surroundings are becoming smart. Everything becomes connected as humans connected 

to each other. Urban planning involves planning for the future lifestyle of people. This review focuses on IoT use in urban 

planning. Effectively means that this review is focused on „Smart cities‟. Smart cities consists of smart buildings, smart 

vehicles, smart parking, smart homes and smart devices. Smart people in the society is connected to a lot of things around 

them. Internet of Things is revolutionizing the way people live. Smart vehicles in a city drives itself according to human 

needs. Smart city concept brings personalization in lot services. There are a lot of benefits of IoT technology for urban 

planning. People need to invest a lot of resources to bring Internet of things live in an urban area. Because it requires a lot of 

devices which are interconnected with each other. However, the benefits brought by IoT technology exceeds the cost. All 

these development creates huge amount of data. Almost everything in a city will generate data to the clouds. Lot of 

algorithms will be programmed to capture this data. Proper analysis on this data will provide huge amount of 

personalization. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The Internet of Things are the emerging proces of 

technical, economic and social importance. Durable 

goods, customer products, vehicle(trucks and cars), 

utility components and industrial components, many 

types of sensors and other objects which are use 

everyday are been combined with the internet chain 

and powerful data capability of analyzing that to 

evolution the way we can work, play and live. Then 

the Internet Of Things are refers to (IOT) the theory 

of extending internet connection between 

conversional computing platform such as private 

computers and mobile devices and into any    type of 

ordinary non internet enable physical devices and 

everyday objects. Fixed with internet connectivity, 

electronics and different forms of hardware such as 

sensors. They can communicate and interconnect 

with others than the internet. 

 

Then the Urban Planning like that the political and 

technical process obtain with the increment and use 

of environment and land protection, environmental 

urban design and public welfare, including the water, 

air and infrastructure facilities and out of the urban 

areas, such as communication, network distribution 

and transportation. Besides that according to the 

English dictionary describes  the urban planning is a 

part of dealing architecture with the organization and 

design in spaces of urban and activities drawing and 

determining plans for the future life time of the 

people. Then the basic process of urban planning is 

the internal process, function, appearance and 

structure of urban areas. Physical parts like that roads, 

lands, buildings etc. Play the way of important 

process in urban planning at the same way economic, 

technological and social parts should be concern 

while organizing that a healthy process of 

environment is prepared in the town or city.  As the 

count of residents in urban grows, town  faced the 

new chances like opportunities and  targets. To 

control environmental deterioretions sanitation avoid 

problems and minimize traffic stress turn off to the 

IOT( Internet of things) systems. Then the Wireless 

sensor networks are now very large data contributors 

for several days. This research proposes dual-level 

green technology design predicated on semantic web 

technologies and dempster. Nevertheless, as so many 

IoT devices interact and connect with each other as 

the internet to improve the smart system in real super-

city planning. Share information Even with the 

commitment of genetic-to-human or machine-to-

computer. 

 

II. ADVANTAGES OF IoT IN URBAN 

PLANNING 

 

The basic and primary introduction is that the smart 

cities uses in  information and communication 

technology(ICT), digital technologies and other 

sustainable increment tricks to the best way to the 

live populations. There is a way to study that postal 

that by the year in 2050 almost fully 70% all around 

of the world population will be lives in town/ cities 

and processing by the current process of most ot 

cities, that will come up with many issues.  

 

IoT uses machine-readable identification tags to tag 

our everyday objects. Sensors can useThis allows 

educational objects such as students to connect-

online-to laboratories, libraries, didactic materials, 

evaluations, and educational messages and 

administrative tasks in a large-scale virtual classroom 

in an efficient manner (effective e-learning). In 
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addition, all learning tasks and activities will be 

identified as objects in this form of e-learning. 

 

The way is in which process is targetable are 

numerous, how ever many of the key elements are 

benefits of urban planning in smart cities will touched 

on which are following paragraphs. 

 

1. Security will be improved 

It is not really that the protective of the town will be 

ideal(paramount), specially with the targetable flow 

of people. So far , try have been way to closed 

Television circuit cameras(CCTV) and that has prove 

useful.  Advances such as facial expressions and 

against hazards of protection like smoke, fire and 

intrusion will make all the process of difference. 

Then the use of IOT will more optimize the 

technologies and facitating the swift response of 

required organizations. Then the smart cities initiative 

will be also served as a prevent for all members of the 

public way who can plan to perpetrate angry acts.  

 

2. Ennergy Efficiency  

3. Cost savings 

4. Economic Boom 

5. mproved Traffic Situation    

 

III. PROBLEMS RELATED AND OVERVIEW 

OF INTERNT OF THINGS AND URBAN 

PLANNING 

 

The Internet of Things (IoT) has developed from 

either a innovation or set of innovations which were 

country-of - the-art in the present situation in which 

networked everyday items or cars are prevalent. But 

development is only speeding up now, with Cisco 

predicated in New york estimating that "Internet of 

All Cisco article" its hypothesis of IoT  could have 

published a lot more from the Imf last weekend,the 

thirteenth year it published its 2018 Worldwide 

Hazard Document. Every year, scientists from the 

Global Risk Study work with specialists and 

judgment-makers worldwide to define and evaluate 

the globe's many urgent hazards. As the pace of 

innovation is speeding up and the connections 

between risks were intensifying, 

 

This book discusses the use and integration of super 

cities and infrastructure in order to ensure that 

authorities and citizens have access to reliable and 

global customer requirements. The data in this book 

includes a large database of colorful cities, 

development and implementation, large data 

management, things on the Internet and sustainable 

urban design. The authors cover the technical aspects 

of practical and intelligent cities according to the 

concept. Primary Internet and socio-economic 

motivations and the impact of smart urban 

development. The reader has the intent to engage in 

Smart Town Service, Technology Aids and Solutions, 

as well as super city operations and services. Smart 

cities provide a summary of the technical, political 

and social issues. · Developing smart cities discuss 

how integrated infrastructure can be used to support 

multiple applications for urban development. Smart 

planning, development and implementation of smart 

cities, large-scale data management and the Internet's 

content applications. 

 

IV. INTERNET OF THINGS (IOT) 

TECHNOLOGIES FOR SMART CITIES 

 

However, the enormous (IoT) deployment enables 

projects and initiatives mostly from Smart City 

around Through the globe. Items used during 

everyday life are fitted with digital devices and 

Internet connection procedure villas. Until 2020, 50 

billion networked objects will be dispatched in smart 

grids, as per a latest Business intelligence 

research..big question.  At last I have shown the 

comparison tables some are related to the research 

that use to finish that paper. was primarily to punish 

them for the crimes against humanity by leaders and 

government officials of various states. But all 

countries are not participate in these cases. Some 

countries like that Libiya, Yemen, Israel and Iraq. 

 

 
 

V. IOT AND ITS APPLICATIONS  

 

In the present era of digital communication and 

networking, the term Internet of Things abbreviated 

as IoT has become very famous. The Internet of 

Things basically refers to network interfacing and 

communication of physical objects, devices and 

peripherals that can communicate and exchange 

information among themselves Without person to 

person reliance or human interaction with computers. 
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VI. INTERNET OF THINGS (IOT) 

TECHNOLOGIES FOR SMART CITIES 

              

In fact, Huge Cloud computing implementation (IoT)  

Allows activities as well as projects in Smart grids 

worldwide. Objects used in everyday Lives is fitted 

with electronic appliances and protocol suites to 

connect them to the Web. Until 2020, 50 billion 

connected objects will be deployed in smart cities, 

This is from a latest research from Gartner.big 

question.  At last I have shown the comparison tables 

some are related to the research that use to finish that 

paper.  

 

VII. FUTURE DIRECTION 

 

A. Sustaining urban ares as engines of growth- the 

cities are the main points of economic and engines of 

economic process. Then the are the centers of 

excellences in education, culture,technological, health 

care, administration of government and 

communication with all arround the world.  

 

B. Managing urban growth- To maintain the rapid 

rate of the urbanization is need to be manage 

effectively to the ensure that are the economic arising 

from the urbanization are optimize to reduce that 

improve of quality in life and protect all environment. 

 

C. Strengthening urban management capacity- The 

capacity of managing urban and development 

including the prepare to respond to any disasters. 

Then the project based approaches all with in short 

time adopted in the some towns and cities are 

unsustainable. 

 

D. Decentralizing urban administration- Many of 

government have the decentralized responsibilities to 

the government in local. So that gives local 

governments more strategic to role in the planning 

and making decision in urban development. 

 

E. Responding to globalization- In the world 

globalization has trust the cities and towns in to the 

few fronties to making it more imperative for the 

cities t be the globally competitive. 

 

VIII. DISCUSSION 

 

Due to the fast increase in population density within 

urban settings, sub-structures and facilities were 

required to meet citizens ' demands. Because all 

devices could be interlinked      and transferred 

around the Internet[1].Combining these digital 

equipment has been hard or even impossible in the 

past. Similarly, it is vital to collect their data for day-

to-day activity management and long-term urban 

development planning. For instance, some data about 

public transport, 

 

IX. CURRENT ISSUES OF URBAN PLANNING 

 

A. Rapid urban population growth - The human 

population in half of world 3.3 billion in 2008. So by 

in 2030 that value will increase to about 5 billion 

most in the third world soft countries. Then the Africa 

and Asia countries expect to the double between the 

2000 & 2030.  

 

B. Rice of megacities – Increasing the urban centers 

in the size and number. The beginning of the past last 

century there were only 11 megacities only including 

the world population in more than the 1M. But in 

2030 there United Nation predicted that more than the 

500 cities in all around the world population. Most of 

half cities in Asia. 

 

C. Inadequate basic services – High number of Asian 

cities of countries cannot adequately provide the 

urban planning services in to the incremental number 

of urban houses. Then less than half of the cities 

popular in in covered by the water supply. Then the 

number of cities do not have efficiently systems of 

the solid waste collection. Then majority of the cities 

in developing countries  don‟t have system sewerage 

connection and sanitary the landfill the facilities.  

 

D. Environmental degradation – The increasing of 

population density and especially in  many areas, 

health and environmental problems are rising. In 

addition to the mitigrate noise and air pollution 

wastes that managing the above consumptions of the 

non renewable processors that have became more 

serious concerns as follows. 

Description OF RESEARCHS RELEVANT 
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